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Village at odds with
official flood report

CRITICISM has been levelled
against Scottish Borders
Council for its account of the
emergency help given to
Newcastleton when the village
was flooded last month.
Full story: Page 5
NEWS

Money does grow on
trees in Eskdalemuir

FIVE miles along a rough
forestry track north of
Eskdalemuir and you come to
the
old
steading
at
Langshawburn.
Full story: Pages 8 & 9
SPORT

Upping Stumps for
time being

LIKE many sports clubs in
the Langholm area, the
COVID-19 outbreak presents
Langholm Cricket Club with
some difficult challenges.
Full story: Page 24

Virus may put paid to
most treasured event
Established May 1848
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Common Riding cannot take place in its customary way

THERE will be no Langholm Cornet this year.

The inevitable but shock
decision was made by the
Common Riding trustees and
members on Tuesday.
The unprecedented international health crisis, which is
endangering thousands of people’s lives in the UK, has forced
their hand, with the election
due on Friday, May 8.
In a statement issued to the
E&L Advertiser, Roger
Maxwell, chairman, speaking
for the trustees and members,
said: “Under the current circumstances, Langholm Common
Riding 2020 cannot take place
in its customary way.
“Should restrictions be lifted
sufficiently by the end of July,
it may be possible to celebrate
the Common Riding in a limited
way and every effort will be
made to mark the boundaries.
“We will assess the situation
and act accordingly but the public meeting on May 8 is cancelled, along with the election
of Cornet.
“The outbreak of coronavirus
is an event the like of which
none of us has ever experienced
and, as can be seen by the draconian measures imposed by
the UK and Scottish governments, only drastic action is
likely to eradicate it.”
The Common Riding has been
held since 1759 and only the
two world wars and the foot
and mouth outbreaks in 1952
and 2001 curtailed the celebrations.

Both governments implemented measures on Monday
to bring the country into lockdown which has had a huge
impact on communities in
Eskdale and Liddesdale.
The schools in Langholm,
Canonbie and Newcastleton
closed last Friday and all exams
have been cancelled. Grades
will be based on pupils’ preliminary exam results and
assignments.

Panic-buying

Panic-buying of food and other
essentials has been a problem,
leaving shelves empty, and shops
have now set aside times when
only the elderly and key workers
can shop.
Since Monday, the Co-op in
Langholm has let emergency
service staff into the store from
30 minutes before it opens to
the public.
This is at 6.30am from
Monday to Saturday and 7.30am
on Sunday. They just need to
show staff their ID when entering and they will be allowed
in.
A slot is also set aside for vulnerable customers between 8am
and 9am from Monday to
Saturday and from 10am to
11am on Sunday.
Social distancing measures are
now in place and the store is
marked with tape to indicate
how far apart everyone should
be. Shoppers are asked to respect
these and show patience because

There will be no Langholm Cornet in 2020 and the event itself is in doubt

it may take longer to get round
the store when busy.

Preferred

It’s not currently implementing
card only payment but, if possible, this method of payment
is preferred to increase safety.
A move to limit the number
of customers in the store
at any one time is being implemented.
Customers have asked about
phone deliveries and management is working on a solution.
The Cumberland Building

Society has closed its branches
in Langholm, Longtown,
Lockerbie and Gretna, prompting complaints from customers
that this will force them to travel
unnecessarily and prevent others
from being able to get cash.
A spokesperson said the
closures were done to protect
colleagues and continue to serve
customers as well as it could in
the current circumstances.
> Turn to page 2
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Thanks for Sympathy

REID
Betty, Julia and Kevin would like to thank
everyone for the lovely cards, flowers and
messages of condolence received when John
passed away. Special thanks to the Rev Pickles
for his sermon and kind words. To the
undertakers Shaun and Philip for their caring
ways and help. Also all who attended at the
church and the graveside and gave generously to
the charities. The amount raised was £500.

Funeral Services

Funeral
Directors
Undertaker & Monumental Service
New Memorials supplied
Additional Inscriptions and Cleaning

David W. Erskine

Briery Bank, Ewes, Langholm
Tel: 013873 81251 or 07710 906257

FUNERAL
DIRECTORS
For a Personal Service

Hedley and Turnbull

James Rae & Sons

013873 75404 / 013873 75532 / 0789 655 7941

Headstones and Memorials

● Headstones
● Memorials
● Children’s Memorials
● Desks and Vases
● Memorial Design
● Memorial Restoration

11a George Street ● Annan
01461 202083 ● www.jraeandsonsheadstones.co.uk

share the
news of any

• engagements • marriages
• anniversaries • births
• thank yous • congratulations
Contact us on 013873 80012
eskdaleliddesdale@gmail.com

The Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser
is part funded by

LEADER

Dumfries & Galloway

and charitable trusts and individuals
from the community of Langholm.
Scottish
Rural
Development
Programme

More events off
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Businesses close their doors to fight virus
MORE businesses, services and
events continue to fall victim to
COVID-19 and the harsh
restrictions imposed on the
country.
Only essential businesses and
services stay open, including shops
selling food, newsagents and
pharmacies.
Dumfries and Galloway Council
has closed the household recycling
centres in Annan and Lockerbie but
people can put out extra bags.
Langholm Academy canteen is
open from 12pm to 1pm Monday to
Friday serving food to children
entitled to free school means.
Primary schoolchildren must be
accompanied by an adult.
Shops selling food are taking
extra measures to make sure their
customers are kept supplied,
including offering deliveries.
The dental practice in Langholm
is closed until further notice but for
emergencies contact the Annan
practice on 01461 202508.
Alpha Solway near Annan is taking
on temporary production operators to
make personal protective equipment
for medical staff.
Ark Vets in Lockerbie is seeing
people by appointment only in
Langholm. Ring 01576 202552.
Bill Barbour has fitted a bell on
the door of his shop and asks people
to ring before they come in. Only
one person at a time is allowed in.
He can still deliver washing
machines but can’t install them.
Ian Armstrong, who has a
computer repair service in
Langholm is offering a free service
to the over 70s. He can be contacted
on 013873 80882, 07859 019 614
or at Ian.pcrepairs@gmail.com

deliver on its promises.
More events are postponed, like
the Rotary’s Club’s umbrella walk
in Langholm and Canonbie.
The Newcastleton traditional
music festival is cancelled and
Wendy Patterson’s wildlife watch
club is suspended.
Telfords Coaches in Newcastleton
has offered to collect from or take
to Carlisle and Hawick and other
places on the 127A and 128 routes
any items which people need and
they can’t source locally. Ring
013873 75677.

Newcastleton music festival is off

Beauty salons and hairdressers in
and
Canonbie
Langholm,
Newcastleton have all closed until
further notice as has the
Eskdalemuir Hub, along with all
pubs, restaurants, clubs and
entertainment venues.

Busier

Alistair Elliot at the butcher’s
shop in Newcastleton said he had
been busier than ever.
He’d had customers from Carlisle
and Dumfries and one customer
called to say he was making a twohour round trip.
He’s open as usual, with no
reduced hours, selling the usual
stock.
Gillian Jackson at Lidalia
Caravan Park said it was closed
until further notice and had
received cancellations up until July.
She was concerned about the
government help for the selfemployed and hoped it would

Vulnerable

Langholm Rugby Club players
are available to help anyone who is
self-isolated or vulnerable with any
grocery deliveries or even to walk
a dog.
Borders Buses has amended the
X95 timetable from Edinburgh to
Carlisle.
From Monday to Saturday the
southbound service will leave
Langholm at 9.21am, 12.21pm and
3.21pm, leave Canonbie at 9.33am,
12.33pm and 3.33pm, arriving in
Carlisle at 10.07, 1.07 and 4.07.
The northbound service will leave
Carlisle at 10.30am, 1.30pm and
4.30pm, leave Canonbie at
11.05am, 2.05pm and 5.05pm and
arrive in Langholm at 11.17am,
2.17pm and 5.17pm.
On Sunday there are two services.
They leave Carlisle at 12.30pm and
2.03pm, Canonbie at 12.37pm and
2.37pm and arrive in Langholm at
12.50pm and 2.50pm.
Going south they leave Langholm
at 10.51am and 12.51pm, Canonbie
at 11.04am and 1.04pm and arrive
in Carlisle at 11.38am and 1.38pm.

MP raises concerns over cash
>From Page 1

All staff would be relocated and
there would be additional social
distancing for the safety of both
customers and staff to limit faceto-face interactions and ensure there
are enough healthy staff to provide
a continued service over the coming
weeks and months.
Current account customers could
continue to use the internet and
mobile banking.
David Mundell, Dumfriesshire,
Clydesdale and Tweeddale MP,
raised the community’s concerns
in Langholm about the difficulties
which some, mainly older people,
faced in obtaining cash.
Mr Mundell highlighted with the
society the importance of the
Langholm branch, particularly since
the closure of the town's post
office.
He said: "The Cumberland's sixday-a-week counter service is greatly
valued by customers who do not
use a bank card.

"It is important something is put
in place to ensure that those facing
difficulties can have secure and
easy access to their cash.
"I have highlighted these concerns
to Des Moore, chief executive, and,
although he was unable to change
his decision, he reassured me about
the longer-term future of the branch
after the current crisis is over."
Mr Mundell highlighted his constituents' concerns to Dumfries and
Galloway Council's community
issues service.
Langholm’s flagship High Street
store has also made the difficult
decision to close in line with government advice.
Latimers will, for the time being,
still be able to make small deliveries
and leave items in safe places,
accepting payments over the phone
in line with social distancing measures.
They said: “We’d like to take this
opportunity to thank all our wonderful customers for their continued
support. It really is appreciated.”

Langholm’s flagship store, G J Latimer & Co has take the difficult decision to
close its doors in line with government advice.

Health helpline set up to
manage more demand
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NHS24 opens dedicated service as a response to virus crisis
AN ADVICE line, supported
by NHS24, has been launched
to address all COVID-19
patient enquiries.
This new service on 0800 028
2816 is available 24 hours a
day and 7 days a week in
Scotland.
It is part of a national approach
to manage the increasing
demand for emergency departments, GP services and out-ofhours services.
Demand is expected to rise
in the coming weeks as a result
of the COVID-19 situation.
In the first instance, anyone
experiencing mild to moderate
symptoms should look at the
information on COVID-19 on
the NHS Inform website
www.nhsinform.scot/coronavirus.
Anyone experiencing worsening symptoms should speak
to NHS24 on 111.
Anyone considered by NHS24
as needing further assessment
will be triaged to the local hub
where a clinician will phone
them back to discuss their symptoms and agree next steps.
Anyone with non-COVID-19
related symptoms should contact
their GP practice by phone as
normal.
On Tuesday the Scottish

government revealed that
Dumfries and Galloway had
recorded 26 positive cases,
while in the Scottish Borders it
was 12.
In Scotland 9,968 tests had
been carried out and, of those,
9,384 were negative and 584
were positive. Of those positive
cases, 16 had died.
Dr Kenneth Donaldson, NHS
Dumfries & Galloway medical
director, said: “Identifying coronavirus cases allows us to take
steps to isolate and slow the
spread of the virus.
“It is important to remember
that for most people, who become infected, this will be a
mild illness but preparations
are in place to ensure medical
support when it’s needed.”
Current advice stresses the
need to ensure good hygiene,
regularly cleaning hands and
using disposable tissues for
coughs and sneezes.
It also directs people not to
enter public areas such as GP
practices if they feel there is a
risk they may have been
exposed to coronavirus.
Instead, they are asked to go
home and either call their GP
or the new NHS Inform number
dedicated to COVID-19.
NHS Dumfries & Galloway

Langholm is closed until further
notice but for emergencies ring
the Annan practice on 01461
202508.
NHS Borders has suspended
all visiting to limit the spread
of coronavirus (COVID-19) and
protect patients and staff.

Strain

Dr Kenneth Donaldson, medical director at NHS Dumfries & Galloway

has suspended all visiting times
for inpatient wards in all
hospitals.
Visiting will continue in specific circumstances such as patients receiving end-of-life care
or those accompanying partners
during childbirth.

Impact

Dr Donaldson said: “We understand that suspending visiting
will have an impact on families
and patients and not being able

to visit family members while
in hospital may be upsetting.
“We hope they understand
that we have made this very
difficult decision in the best
interests of our patients.
“We remind everyone coming
into hospital to follow handhygiene and hand-washing advice and not to visit hospitals
if they have any flu-like symptoms, a cough, a fever or a cold
generally feel unwell.”
The dental practice in

Looking forward to new SWI
season as this one finishes early

Happy days for Ewes WRI when they win the Eskdale Group salver at Langholm show last September

THE guest at the March
meeting of Ewes Rural was
Margaret Caldock, who
was introduced by Nancy
McLure, president.
Margaret showed members
how to make fabric brooches.
She had prepared many
lengths of pretty cotton fabric
and felt and kindly provided
all the finishing of beads,
buttons and silks and everyone enjoyed having a go.
Nancy gave a vote of thanks.
Competition
winners.
Flower photo: 1 Eileen
Longworth, 2 Sheila Inwood,
3
Aileen
Armstrong.
Fish pate: 1 Sheila Inwood,
2 Maureen Brown.
A tasty supper was served,
the raffle drawn and the
meeting closed.

Nicky Berry, director of nursing, midwifery, AHPs and acute
services said: "We recognise
that being unable to visit loved
ones places considerable emotional strain on family members
and carers.
“Given the current circumstances, it is the right thing to
do and we ask people to respect
and comply with this very difficult decision."
Suspended visiting applies except for the special care baby
unit, labour ward, children’s
ward and patients receiving
end-of-life care.
Anybody visiting these areas,
who suspects they have the
virus or has come into contact
with someone with COVID19, should contact the nurse in
charge before attending.
If you are permitted to visit,
ensure you comply with handhygiene regulations and any instructions given by staff.
Information is on the board’s
website and Facebook page.

The final few meetings of
Ewes Rural have now been
cancelled.
The winners of the annual
monthly points competition
to the end of March are 1
Eileen Longworth on 18
points, 2 Sheila Inwood on
15 points and 3 Grace Brown
on 12 points.
Most entries unplaced:
Lorraine Morton. Well done
to everyone. It’s hoped prizes
can be given in September
at the start of the new
session.

Extension
for MOTs

MARTINS Garage in Langholm
is closing at the end of tomorrow.
MOTs have been extended for
six months for cars, motorbikes
and light vans and suspended for
lorries, buses and trailers for up
to three months.
The Driver and Vehicle
Standards Agency (DVSA) has
also suspended driving and
motorcycle tests in England,
Scotland and Wales for up to three
months, except for critical
workers.
The High Street filling station
remains open and customers are
encouraged to use the 24-hour
pump, which dispenses both petrol
and diesel to avoid going into the
kiosk to pay.
John Lamont, Liddesdale’s MP,
has welcomed the decision.
The MOT holiday means motorists will automatically receive
a six-month extension so they
don’t need to leave their homes
unnecessarily.
If an MOT is due on March 29
or before, they should still try to
get their car tested.
However, if they or a member
of their household is showing
symptoms of COVID-19, they
must continue to self-isolate.
The UK government is working
with police and insurance companies to ensure people are not
penalised if this is the case.
People are being urged to travel
only when it is essential and the
MOT holiday will ensure they
don’t have to take more journeys
than is necessary.
It means garages will only have
to do emergency repairs to keep
those, who need their own
ransport, on the move.
Despite the MOT holiday, motorists are being urged to ensure
their cars remain safe and roadworthy.
Mr Lamont said: “This will be
one less thing for people to worry
about. In these exceptional times
we must take exceptional measures
to keep people healthy.
“It means deliveries of food and
medicines will be able to continue
without vehicles having to spend
time off the road and frontline
workers can fully focus on their
roles at this difficult time.
“We must all continue to follow
the advice from the government
and the NHS. Our country is
facing a major crisis. We must all
work together to beat it by going
out only when absolutely necessary.”
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EMERGENCY
NUMBERS

POLICE SCOTLAND

Langholm .......................101
Newcastleton ................ 101

COUNCILS
Dumfries and Galloway Council

.................................030 3333 3000
.............www.dumgal.gov.uk
Fault reporting (potholes/streetlights etc) ............................
0800 042 0188
Langholm Town Hall/Library ..
013873 80255
Dumfries and Galloway
bus timetables

www.dumgal.gov.uk/timetables

Scottish Borders Council ....
0330 100 1800
out of hours ..01896 752 111
Scottish Borders
bus timetables
......www.scotborders.gov.uk

UTILITIES

Scottish Water
.....................0800 0778 778
......www.scottishwater.co.uk
Scottish Power
.......................................105
.....www.scottishpower.co.uk
Scottish Gas emergency ....
0800 111 999
National Rail enquiries ........
03457 484 950
.........www.nationalrail.co.uk
Floodline SEPA
.....................03000 996 699
.................www.sepa.org.uk
Amey (A7)
.....................0800 042 0188
...www.scottishtrunkroadsse
.amey.co.uk

POST OFFICES

Langholm .....013873 81109
Newcastleton ..013873 75361
Canonbie ......013873 71348
Rowanburn ...013873 71542

HOSPITALS

D&G Royal Infirmary
......................01387 246246
Cumberland Infirmary
......................01228 523444
Borders General Hospital ...
01896 826000
Thomas Hope Hospital
.....................013873 80417

DOCTORS

Langholm .....013873 83100
Newcastleton ..013873 75100
Canonbie .....013873 71313
NHS24 ...........................111

CHURCHES

Langholm,Eskdalemuir Ewes and
Westerkirk Parish churches
Ms Joy Lunn
Session clerk...07584 357180
Canonbie United Parish church
Session Clerk..013873 25255
Liddesdale Parish church
Session Clerk..Glynis Cambridge
07469 397065

SCHOOLS

Langholm Primary
......................013873 80900
Langholm Academy
......................013873 80418
Newcastleton
......................013873 75240
Canonbie
......................013873 71336

CHEMISTS

Dalston Pharmacy, Langholm
......................013873 80220
Monday to Friday
8.45am -1pm; 2pm-5.30pm.
Saturday 8.45am-12.30pm.
Boots Pharmacy, Longtown
......................01228 792859
Monday-Friday 9am - 6pm.
Saturday 9am-5pm.

DENTISTS

Mark Buddy .013873 80521
Emergency - outside opening hours
01461 202508

A NEW project has been started during this difficult time
of social distancing and isolation and it is hoped it bring
the community together to celebrate and enjoy the many
talents in the town.
Through the power of social
media LANGHOLM LIVE will
bring a regular live performance
to you in your own home.
Each event will be hosted and
guests will be invited on to each
performance to entertain the
company.
It will be scheduled through
social media and you can tune
in as it goes live.
John Innes told the E&L
Advertiser: “We’re looking for
anyone in the community who
would like to appear in the first
live streams.
“We’d like a wide variety of
people to come online with us.
Our community is blessed with
singers and songwriters, poets
and those who can wax lyrical
about the craziest of subjects,
band members and dancers.
“Can you make the most amazing origami and want to share
your skill? Do you want to
attempt a world record live
online?
“Anything will be considered.
The only criteria are that you
entertain, make people smile or
bring some happiness to people
watching in the community.
“This is open to everyone,
regardless of how many year’s
experience they have.

Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser

“This is a very accessible project and to perform all you need
is a laptop or smart phone. You’ll
be sent a link to join the live
broadcast.
“To watch, all you will have
to do is be on Facebook and on
the LANGHOLM LIVE page
at the right time of day.
“The Facebook page is now
live so please go to
LANGHOLM LIVE, like and
share.
“If anyone is interested in
being a live part of this project,
whether it’s performing or hosting, please contact us via...
LANGHOLM LIVE
Facebook Page, email
langholmlive@gmail.com
or call
John on 07972 496 381.

John Innes, part of the team behind the Langholm Live project

Letters to the editor

Put Brexit
on hold?

THE coronavirus COVID19 is obviously very
serious and will take the
time and talents of all our
governments, businesses
large, small and megaglobal to combat and
manage as well as all of
us.
The
UK
government
through Prime Minister Boris
Johnson seems to think it
will be over in 12 weeks
which, of course, can
change from day to day
now, given the speed of the
effects of the virus.
I know that Brexit is,
according to Mr Johnson
and his advisers, officially off
the agenda but surely we
can’t expect the nation to
carry on as if all is normal,

www.eladvertiser.co.uk

expecting businesses and
everyone else to work
towards an exit from the
European Union at the end
of the current transition
period on January 1, 2021,
deal or no deal.
Especially
when
all
and
sundry
are
under tremendous pressure to focus on this
potentially-deadly virus with
unpredictable
consequences to the UK
economy and social unity.
We all need each other in
this crisis, especially in our
continent of Europe.

Disruption

My opinion, for what it is
worth, is to delay Brexit by at
least two years, perhaps
five, and when all this settles
down and the disruption is
calmed,
England
can
contemplate and decide
again whether it wants to
remain in the European

Have your say on the issues affecting our area. You can write to us at
Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser, 54 High Street, Langholm DG13 0JH or
email your comments to rachel.norris@eladvertiser.co.uk

Union and look forward or
take a leap back to the 16th
century.
I say England because,
let’s face it, England
is, for all intents and purposes, by population and
parliamentary
representation, the overwhelming
power in the UK and can and
will legislate regardless of
the views and wishes of
Wales, Northern Ireland and
Scotland.
As an afterthought, we
read this week that the USA
trade negotiators are being
once again very clear that
any UK/USA trade deal will
be on their terms.
The latest disclosure
is
that
more
than
1,100 chemically-enhanced
supplements are allowed in
US cosmetic products,
including those marketed at
children.
Only 11 of these are
allowed by UK, and EU

regulators for health and
safety reasons.
The USA’s stance is that a
regulator must prove a
product is harmful to the
public, whereas the EU and,
currently, the UK regulatory
stance is that the producer
must demonstrate and
prove that the products they
wish to sell are not harmful.
Remember cheap toys
from yesteryear which
contained toxic chemicals
and sharp objects. Which
system would you, or we,
trust?
By the way, do our
representatives,
David
Mundell MP and Oliver
Mundell, have an opinion
other than party platitudes?
Keep safe and healthy.
Michael Clarke
Hillside Crescent
Langholm

Village at odds with
official flood report

Diaries show residents were left to cope on their own in storm
CRITICISM has been levelled
against Scottish Borders
Council for its account of the
emergency help given to
Newcastleton when the village
was flooded last month.
The report to the Teviot &
Liddesdale area partnership after
the flood on Saturday, February
15 is at odds with the villagers’
experience.
The discrepancy was highlighted at this month’s community council meeting when a
full report on the flooding of
dozens of homes was given.
Residents, the community
resilience team members and
the village fire and rescue service
wrote diaries of the weekend’s
events and the community council has forwarded them to
Scottish Borders Council.
A summary of these diaries
showed help was sought by the
resilience team at 3.30pm and
a call was made to the council’s
emergency bunker for sandbags.
About an hour later the road
from Hawick was impassable

and houses in Holmfoot, the
southern end of the village,
started to see water.
The Scottish Environment
Protection Agency (SEPA)
issued its first serious flood
warning at 4.25pm.
Coinciding with this, the
bunker was updated with another
request for help from the fire
service.
The resilience team were
advised that, because it wasn’t
a threat to life, the fire crew
wouldn’t be despatched.
No one came to help: no
police, no fire service.
Volunteers started doing what
they could to move folk in peril.
The resilience team, carers and
doctors opened the health centre
to cope with residents in need.
At about 6.30pm the Dumfries
and Langholm fire service
arrived but shortly afterwards
were sent to Kershopefoot, along
with the volunteer crew, to rescue a family trapped in a car.
The village was left to cope on
its own until they returned.

efforts impossible.
At about 9pm two ambulances
arrived in response to callouts.
If they got through via the
B6357, why didn’t police and
more fire crews? Shortly after
this, water started to retreat.

Exploded

Only a couple of hours before the first flood warning was issued the
Liddel Water was already getting high in South Liddle Street

SEPA issued a severe flood
warning at 7pm.

Stranded

Many homes at the southern
end of the village did not get this
because the communications had
gone down (they were still out at
the time of the meeting but are
back on now), by which time

Thanks for saving lives

A FULL report with the timeline was sent to the council.
The community council is now
seeking an apology over the
published account of how the
council responded to the village’s needs, as published in
the area partnership meeting’s
minutes.
The minutes noted that Jim
Fraser, emergency planning
officer, said SEPA had acted
correctly in its predictions
and timings of warnings. However, the water levels spiked

extremely quickly.
On Saturday’s warning times
he advised that the first warning
for the Liddel Water was
4.25pm, with another at 7pm.
Regarding the support given
by the emergency services, he
said Police Scotland had
declared a major incident in
Newcastleton and deployed, in
addition to a number of local
officers, five police vans from
their operational reserve,
including officers from
Glasgow.

The road at Kershopefoot was destroyed and a car swept into a field

In addition, 30 coastguard
personnel were mobilised, along
with fire and rescue service
personnel and specialist water
rescue.
Over the lack of communication response from the
emergency bunker during the
weekend, Mr Fraser said staff
were there but had dealt with
an extremely high number of
calls from the emergency services for support and from residents in Hawick, Newcastleton,
Peebles, Kelso and Jedburgh.

Accurate

The minutes said the council
had reacted quickly and by 8am
on Sunday, had deployed staff,
road sweepers and mechanical
diggers to tidy up the roads and
footpaths, which was accurate.
At the community council
meeting it was agreed with the
resilience team to prepare a list
of needs to ensure that, should
this happen again and no help
was forthcoming, they would
be better equipped and trained
to cope themselves.
The councillors thanked those
who risked their lives to help
and save others in extreme circumstances and reminded all
volunteers that they must register
with the resilience team to be
insured.

some of the village was waist
deep in water and residents were
stranded in their properties.
Flood waters were extremely
dangerous, moving at extreme
speeds and lifting pavements,
roads and manholes.
Volunteers attempted to reach
areas but water levels made
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It was clear to the community
that the drains played a significant part in the flooding;
waters were just unable to escape
quickly enough and water
exploded through manholes to
get out.
It surged into unexpected
places and entered many homes
from the rear.
Residents had prepared
defences at the front of their
properties so more damage was
caused as a result.
Drains were full on the southern frontage of the riverside
before the weekend and not
operating.
Why were they not dealt with
before the weekend?
Continued below

No change
to buses

NEWCASTLETON: The community council has learned there
will be no changes to the buses
to Hawick in the short term.
However, everyone was
reminded that they needed to
use the service or it would
become increasingly hard to
protect it next year.
Details provided on changes
to the Saturday service were
confusing so clarification was
being sought.
The community council has
asked for the empty commercial
unit in Moss Yard be used as a
community storage space for
emergency items needed during
an extreme weather event.
The poor drainage in Douglas
Square has again been complained about. Promised remedial works had not been completed by the local authority.
_____________________

Replace
cladding

CANONBIE: Ian Bell of 5
Brighton Place has applied for
planning permission to replace
wood cladding with composite
cladding on the external elevations of the property.
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Farming on the Border

Public benefits of
moorland debated

In association with
C & D AUCTION MARTS - LONGTOWN & DUMFRIES

Farmers do their
bit to fill shelves
THE president of Scotland’s
farming union has reassured
the public that farmers will
strive to ensure plates and
glasses remain full of fresh,
tasty food and drink during
this crisis.
Andrew McCornick said:
“These are unprecedented times
and the sight of empty shelves
in some stores illustrates the
uncertainty and worry which
many people face.
“We want to keep those
shelves stocked. Farmers and
the food and drink sector will
deliver on food security and
work to maintain all necessary
supply chains to keep shelves
full.
“Discussions with the government and other stakeholders
are already drilling down on
key areas.
“These include the ability to
get crucial supplies, like animal
feed, fuel, fertiliser and seed

on to farms, the need for livestock, milk, eggs, cereals and
veg to get to market, keeping
livestock markets, abattoirs and
food manufacturing sites open
and working and getting goods
processed and delivered to
shops.
“In times of crisis farmers
have always been innovative,
adaptable and resilient. This
time is no different.
“We urge our community to
look out for one another at this
time, especially those who may
be vulnerable or isolated, without access to the internet, phone
or mobile signal which many
take for granted.
“A reminder for those who
need emotional, practical or
financial support in times of
need, our rural charity RSABI
is there to support people in
agriculture and can be contacted
on 0300 111 4166.”

SOLWAY AGRICULTURE
LIMITED
Glasgow Road, Lockerbie, Dumfriesshire
DG11 2SE
Tel. Lockerbie (01576) 204124

Fax. Lockerbie (01576) 203806

Beet Pulp Pellets,
Barley Grains,
NB Grains, Wheat Grains
Rolled Barley,
Wheatfeed, Rapemeal,
Hi Pro Soya, etc.
Can be mixed to your
requirements
Collect or deliver ex Laurmar,
Heathall Ind. Est., Dumfries
Bekina Wellingtons,
Waterproof Leggings &
Jackets, Boiler Suits, etc

FOR ALL LAMBING
REQUIREMENTS
lamb colostrum, lambs milk,
bottles, teats, lammacs,
castration rings and pliers
marking sprays etc.

RESEARCHERS at SRUC
have contributed to a new
publication looking at the
future of Scotland’s moorlands.
SRUC is part of Scotland’s
Moorland Forum which brings
together a diverse range of
organisations to discuss issues
affecting the management of
upland areas.
Moorlands form a large and
important resource for upland
enterprises such as hill farming,
crofting, forestry and game management which play an essential
role in supporting the rural
economy and communities.
Many upland enterprises
deliver some form of wider
public benefit such as carbon
sequestration, flood mitigation
and biodiversity conservation.
How moorlands are managed
in the future will have an impact
on whether these continue to
be delivered.
The priorities land managers,
rural communities and wider
society place on such benefits

C&D Auction Marts Ltd had forward
2,143 at the weekly sale of store hoggs
and feeding ewes at Longtown on Tuesday,
March 17.
Another great show of hoggs attracted
plenty of buyers and recent high rates
were more than maintained.
Top was £112 for a Beltex from Glendearg, others to £108 Shawhill; Texels to
£107 Millriggs & Crammond Hill &
North Ghyll Bank; Suffolks to £100 Kilfinnan; Greyfaces to £101, £99 Pilmuir;
Charollais to £87 Crosby; North Cheviots
to £100 & £95 Kilfinnan; Hill Cheviots
to £99, £92 Ramseycleuch, £91 Bloch;
Blackfaces to £106 Glendearg, £85 Blackburn; Herdwicks to £77 Race Ghyll, £72
Hole Beck; Swaledales to £71 Race Ghyll;
Kendal Roughs to £66 Gill Head.
Feeding ewes met record prices to a
top of £197 & £170 for Texels from
Crammond Hill; Greyfaces to £119 Pilmuir.
Hill ewes to £93 for Cheviots from Twislehope. Cast rams to £130 for Romneys
from Crosby; Hill Cheviots to £101 Ramseycleuch.
The mart held a catalogued sale of 252
store cattle on the same day.
A wonderful entry of first quality store
cattle was presented to a full ringside of
very competitive buyers, all keen to purchase. The sale consisted of mostly younger
continental cattle 8-12 months old which
were all sold to advantage, surpassing all
vendors’ expectations.
The sale topped at £1,185 for a Limousin
bullock from TN & F Cowan & Son, The
Ash, Roadhead with heifers selling to
£1,160 for 2 shapely Limousin ladies

gaining such consensus, even
regionally, will not be easy.
“Buy-in is needed from the
upland land managers who will
primarily deliver the outcomes.

Consequences

The future management of moorland is a topical issue in Scotland

can differ from one part of
Scotland to another.
But the scale of the climate
emergency and biodiversity
crisis means any one upland
enterprise will need to deliver
a much greater range of these
in the future.
Davy McCracken, head
of SRUC’s Hill & Mountain

Research
Centre,
contributed to Valuing Scotland’s
Moorlands.
He said: “We can’t shy away
from helping to identify what
outcomes are most appropriate
to deliver in different areas,
influencing future management
and land use change decisions.
“Past experience suggests

Around the marts

shown by NS & C Robinson, Burmoor,
Wark. British Blue bulls sold to £1,110
from Reed & Hill, Lingey Field, Hexham.
The mart had forward 9,230 sheep comprising 6,189 prime hoggs and 3,041 cast
ewes and rams at the weekly sale on
Thursday, March 19.
A good entry of cast cows, with most
being native bred, yet trade was sharp
throughout for all classes and more required
weekly. The sale topped at 129p for a
Beef Shorthorn cow from JDM Thomson,
Pilmuir, Hawick, who sold others at 127p
and 124p. Whitebred Shorthorns to 123p
from E Gray, Fallowlees, Morpeth. Luings
from JW Davidson & Co, Crosslee, Selkirk
sold at 121p and 118p with Galloways to
112p from WD & R Elliot, Burnfoot of
Ewes, Langholm. Top price per head of
£861 from Fallowlees.
The increased entry of 6,189 prime
hoggs matched last week’s extreme rates
with an overall average of 242.5p (SQQ
245.0p), considering there was a much
poorer quality show forward, buyers again
very keen to purchase large numbers of
stock.
Best export hoggs were a real price,
with many pens selling between 330350p per kilo. Top price per kilo of 379p
for Beltex hoggs shown by T Holmes,
Nutholm, Lockerbie. Commercial hoggs
made from 250-270p per kilo. Another
large entry of quality heavy hoggs sold
mostly between £140 and £160 per head
and comprised 33.3% of the day’s entry.
Top price per head of £180 for Texel
hoggs from CJ Roots, Kilnford Croft,
Dumfries and CD Scott, Falla, Jedburgh.

Many quality hill hoggs forward and sold
to £133 for Cheviots from AR Bell &
Son, Kikrton, Hawick with Blackfaces to
£125.50 from J Jardine, Yett, Lockerbie.
Light hoggs were short of requirements
and 11p per kilo dearer on the week. Top
of 267p for 30kg Blackface hoggs from
JE Carruthers, Silloans, Rochester, with
most making more than 250p per kilo.
Principal prices (per kilo): Beltex 379p
Nutholm, 368p Bowsden Moor, 365p
Easter Ochtermuthill, 363p The Green,
361p Nutholm & Easter Ochtermuthill.
Texel 359p Brisco Meadows, 317p Dormansteads, 304p Byreburnside, 300p East
Raffles. Herdwick 285p Powheads, 245p
Rowanburnfoot, 242p Allfornaught.
Cheviot 275p Glendearg, 267p Potholm,
263p Allfornaught, 261p Brookside, 260p
Jerriestown & Sandbed. Blackface 274p,
267p Silloans, 262p Balliemeanoch, 257p
Allfornaught & Arnicle, 255p Upper Kidston. Cheviot Mule 257p Upper Kidston,
246p Oswie, 237p Kirkbride. Shetland
255p Rowanburnfoot. Charollais 253p
Barend, 249p Jerriestown, 248p Westernhopeburn, 242p Bolton Wood Lane &
Barend. North Country Cheviot 253p
Glendearg, 253p, 252p, 250p Unthank.
Suffolk 252p Allfornaught, 251p Howtel
& Falla, 250p Bromfield Hall, 249p Prestrie. Mule 252p Falla, 244p Gartvaigh,
243p Mid Harrietsfield, 242p Prestrie,
240p Nunscleugh & Snab. Dorset 250p
Frankstown, 242p Mid Harrietsfield. Easycare 249p Easter Denhead, 244p Dryfeholm, 242p Prestrie. Swaledale 228p,
225p High Dunashery, 221p Maidencots,
220p High Dunashery.

“Agreement will also be
needed from others in rural
communities and society who
would benefit from those outcomes and need to live, to
differing extents, with the
consequences of any land use
change.”
The Scottish Government’s
Land Use Strategy has been
designed to give a framework
for ensuring all stakeholders
are fully involved in that consensus-setting process.
The regional land use partnerships proposed in the strategy
potentially provide a mechanism
to identify and resolve conflicting land management objectives.
It is currently unclear how such
partnerships would operate in
practice.

The 3,041 cast ewes and rams met the
highest rates ever recorded at Longtown,
and sold to average £128.17 overall, with
all buyers desperate for supplies with
scarcity looming. Many more could easily
be sold to vendors’ advantage. 158 ewes
sold at £200 and above and 1,042 ewes
sold at £150 and over to average £182.24.
Texel ewes sold to £255 from G & CE
Edminson, Middle Farm, Carlisle.
Hill ewes sold at extreme rates and to
£132 for Blackface ewes from both R &
WD & SR Charlton, Whiteside, Haltwhistle and J McMiken & Co, Prestrie, Isle of
Whithorn.
The 194 rams averaged £133.34 and
sold to £214 for Texels from J Lamb, Ingleston, Ayr.
Heavy ewes: Texel £255 Middle Farm,
£250 Roxburgh Mains, £242 Middle Farm,
£232 Greenwood, £230 Dormansteads,
£228 Middle Farm & Corriehills. Suffolk
£240, £227, £220 The Land, £220 Low
Hallburn, £215 The Land, £214 Kilnford
Croft. Charollais £226 Beckfoot, £208
Chaseside, £198 Loaningfoot, £193 Chaseside, £192 Viewley. Beltex £218 Kilnford
Croft, £180 Wood Farm, £176 Hobbiesburn, £174 Inamay. Bluefaced Leicester
£200 Gapshields, £190 Whiteside, £184
Nunscleugh. Border Leicester £192 Ingleston. North Country Cheviot £188
Kimmeter Green, £172 Kilnford Croft,
£170 Dormansteads, £166 Murrayfield.
Mule £188 Broomlands, £182 Howtel,
£177 Glenshesk, £174 Wellington Farm
& Clynemilton, £173 East Farm. Zwartble
£178 Clynemilton. Cheviot Mule £148
Broomlands, £144 Byres, £138 Whitton.

Retailer EWM cuts
jobs in face of crisis
Nineteen redundancies in city will affect Langholm employees

RETAIL giant Edinburgh
Woollen Mill Group has
announced more than 100
redundancies across its head
office and business functions
in Carlisle, London and
Cardiff.
Of those, 19 are at its head
office in Carlisle where staff
moved to only just over a year
ago.
A company spokesperson said:
"We are sad to announce a very
small number of redundancies
at our headquarters in Carlisle
as we weather the current temporary downturn in the high
street.
“We continue to work hard to
minimise the impact on our
business.
"We’re currently reviewing
the
government's
latest
announcements to see how the
support schemes can be applied
to our team members who have
been affected.
“We’re working hard to
understand how they can be

applied to all our current and
former team members."
The company, which was formerly headquartered in
Langholm, is also temporarily
closing 1,300 stores because of
the coronavirus crisis.
The company, owned by Philip
Day, put the temporary closures
into operation last Sunday and
said the stores would stay closed
until further notice.
It had made the move because
of the "temporary downturn"
resulting from coronavirus which
had kept shoppers away from
the high street

Concessions

However, a small number of
sites would remain open if they
were in concessions in other
stores which stayed open.
The decision affects all its high
street chains, including Jaeger,
Austin
Reed,
Jane
Norman, Peacock, Ponden Home
and Bonmarche.
Customers can continue to shop

streets around the country for
more than 50 years.
“We remain committed to
realising our core mission of
bringing brick-and-mortar shops
back to high streets.

Suppliers

The Edinburgh Woollen Mill head office in Carlisle

on all the brands’ websites.
It is understood that no staff
will lose their jobs from the temporary store closures and the
redundancies announced last
Friday was a separate matter.
The government announced it
would offer to cover up to 80
per cent of wages for jobs

COMMUNITY
SUPPORT
AVAILABLE

THE E&L Advertiser
is supporting the
Langholm Covid-19
Support
page
which was set up
on Facebook to put
people in touch
with any who are
vulnerable during
this time of crisis.
We are reproducing
this poster which is
being widely distributed in the town and
on social media so
that if you need help,
someone
will
respond to you.
The support group
is also seeking volunteers who can give
some time to helping
those who need
errands doing for
them or would just
like a chat so they
are not left alone with
their worries.
Please help if you
can at this time.
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affected by the crisis.
The spokesperson added: “The
welfare and health of staff was
the reason for the temporary
closures.
“It’s a painful decision but we
realised it was the only one a
responsible business could take.
“Our stores have served high

“A collapse in footfall has especially affected our core over60s customers who have been
explicitly told to self-isolate and
stay at home by the government.
It has also paused orders for
products across the whole business and given leave of absence
to its 47 formal tailoring wholesale team.
The suppliers to Bonmarché,
Jaeger, Austin Reed and Peacocks have been told that all
pending and future orders are
being cancelled until further notice.
EWM has also warned it could
impose the temporary leave on
staff elsewhere in the group if
demand falls.

Meetings
are off

ESKDALE: Langholm, Ewes
and Westerkirk community
council has cancelled its meeting on Monday, April 6 and
Canonbie community council
has also shelved its meeting on
Thursday, April 9.
Both are unable to be held
because of the COVID-19 outbreak.
____________________

Recycling
back on

NEWCASTLETON: The bottle banks have been emptied
and the broken one replaced.
Scottish Borders Council had
told its contractor to “go the
long way round” during the
closure of the B6399 to Hawick
so the village was not left without any provision.
The Libby Clegg bike rack
has been moved to the grass in
Douglas Square but needs to
be bolted so it doesn’t sink. A
small grant will be sought.

Vacancy
XCEL

PROJECT MANAGER
37.5 hours per week
Salary:£22,495 - £23,995

dependant on qualifications and experience

Reports to: Xcel Youth Trust Board of Trustees

Based at: Xcel Youth Information Centre, High Street, Langholm

The Xcel Project started in 2005 and was set-up to provide
opportunities for young people in the area of Eskdale. The project has
been built up over the last fifteen years and is now a well established
youth project delivering a range of activities and services. The project
has a number of different partner organisations to help deliver these
activities and services.

As manager you will be responsible for the running of the Xcel Project.
You will be required to secure funding for the project, meet targets
within the strategic plan and outlined in funding applications as well
as being involved in face to face delivery of activities, events and
holiday programmes.
To apply for this position please request an application pack by
emailing: xcelproject@email.com

The closing date for applications is Friday 17th April 2020.

Due to the ongoing situation with the coronavirus we might have to be
flexible in terms of interviews but you will bemade fully aware of the
situation if you secure an interview.

Money does grow on trees in Eskdalemuir
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FIVE miles along a rough forestry
track north of Eskdalemuir and
you come to the old steading at
Langshawburn.
For the Toyota pick-up, driven by
Douglas Mathison of Agriforest, the drive
through the landscape of sitka spruce is
easily negotiated.
The short journey ends at the junction
of the track leading to the house, still
occupied, reached by a short walk over
a sleeper bridge.
It feels like the middle of nowhere but
the forest continues to stretch for many
more miles, stands of conifers as far as
the eye can, and can’t, see.
Douglas and his colleague, Dominic,
are currently working on a six-hectare
site, split into two lots, this small plantation being typical of the woodlands
Agriforest specialises in after finding a
niche in the market.
It is expected to yield between 1,500
to 2000 tonnes of timber but their contracts
range from 50 tonnes up to 11,500 tonnes.
They are visiting regular contractor
James McMartin of Stirling who is harvesting the crop which is destined for
James Jones, Forest & Garden and A W
Jenkinson, all in Lockerbie, a short distance away.
Douglas is Borders born and bred and
is now based near Walkerburn.
He initially trained and worked as a
tree surgeon for an established Borders
business, later attending the Scottish
Agricultural College and graduating with
a degree in rural business management.
This led to a position with Euroforest,
a large national timber harvesting company, as a manager.
He set up Agriforest Ltd in 2016 with
the intention of catering for landowners
and farmers who have a small woodland

Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser

and want it to be removed.
Agriforest has contracts all
over the country from Lochgilphead and
Crieff to Eskdalemuir and into
Northumberland.
Douglas says woodland owners often
don’t appreciate that they can make
money from their trees being removed
and are surprised by the results.
He visits all the woodlands and draws
up a plan from applying for the felling
licence from Forestry and Land Scotland
and felling to replanting.
The sitka spruce trees at Langshawburn
are about 50 years old so they’ve been
around much longer than is normal for a
conifer plantation.

“To reach this site, we have to use
Kronospan’s tracks but there’s usually
no problem negotiating that.
“When I first come on to a site, I have
to look at the access for the lorries and
whether I can use existing tracks and
whether there are power lines.
“I also need to consider the environment,
like badger setts and the birds’ nesting
season. We checked this site and there
were no nests. There weren’t any red
squirrels; they don’t like sitka or Norway
spruce.
“I first looked at this site in the autumn
and we’re here in March. Getting permission is fairly straightforward.

Douglas admitted that it was not the
easiest site to work on and one of the
biggest challenges they faced was getting
the harvester on to the site.
He hoped it would dry out after all the
rain in February which had made conditions even harder for felling.
Once the timber is ready for removal
by the forwarder, a bridge will be built
over the small burn behind the steading
and another over the bigger burn which
is in front of it and leads to the main
track out of the forest.
Mostly, woodland owners approach
Douglas about a job.
He said: “The owner here approached
a planting contractor I work with and he
passed the work on to me.

“By the time we finish here, the planting
season will be over so we’ll get the
ground prepared for replanting in the
autumn.
“The roots of the felled trees are left
in. The argument against removing them
is that it causes soil erosion and, if they’re
left there, they provide some nutrients.
People have tried it but it doesn’t really
work.
“All the brash will be removed. It tidies
up the site and makes replanting easier.”
Replanting won’t merely mean another
plantation of sitka spruce, according to
Douglas.
“We have to plant with a degree of
diversity now. It’s part of meeting the
conditions of the felling licence.

Douglas Mathison, left, who set up Agriforest in 2016 and employee Dominic Raton
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The site at Langshawburn where Agriforest is felling a six-acre conifer plantation

Dominic Raton explains the trees on the edge of a plantation must be felled separately with a
chainsaw because they have too many branches for the harvester to deal with

James McMartin’s harvester cuts through a sitka spruce before cutting it to size
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James McMartin of Stirling prepares to drive up to the plantation to resume cutting down the trees

“We have to include other conifers and
broadleaved species like birch, oak and
rowan around the edges to make it look
more attractive.
“At the moment, we plan to replant the
same area; we haven’t decided yet whether
to expand the woodland and do a new
scheme. The land is no longer used for
grazing and hasn’t been for many years.”
Douglas said the price of timber was
excellent last year and reached a peak.
“There were a number of contributing
factors to it being profitable, including a
huge demand from the biomass industry
which pushed up prices generally.”
Agriforest uses all the timber from the
woodlands where it fells. The long lengths
go to James Jones Ltd, the short lengths
to Forest Garden and the shavers to A W
Jenkinson.
Pieces which are too large for
other processors go to the sawmill at
Rammerscales near Lockerbie.
Douglas added: “This site is a good
example of the different kinds of products
being made and this adds value to the
timber for the owner.
“There are a lot of decent-sized trees
and there is good height on them as well
as quality.”
Saw logs have to be of a certain grade
and James sorts them into piles depending
on their final destination.
Douglas said: “He will match what I
want to come out of it and what we’ve
agreed with the client but we try to

exceed that if we can and, generally, we
do.

Outlet

“Prices have dropped back this year
but the key thing I get across to people
is to have as many options as possible
and not supply only one outlet.
“The selling point of our business is
we’re not an end-user. We’re cutting it
for the highest bidder.”
James starts up the harvester and it
makes its way up the steep slope, using
a track he has made from the brash and
from where he can access the next batch
of trees.

He estimates he can cut 150 tonnes a
day. The harvester, through its on-board
computer, will measure the lengths of
logs before cutting them, having stripped
the trees of their branches while they are
held in place.
It’s very accurate and enables James to
cut the timber to specific requirements.
Douglas said: “It’s about getting as
much as you can get out of the crop.”
The business very much depends on
the throughput at the mills. If their production drops, so does the work of the
people who fell the timber and it can
happen quite quickly.
Douglas added: “It’s either a feast or a
famine.”

The harvester strips off the branches and cuts the tree into required lengths

A step into the future
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The S6 school leavers at Langholm Academy get together for their final photo of their school life after the coronavirus cut short the academic year

Coronavirus curtails celebrations
THE usual end-of-year celebrations for Langholm
and Canonbie’s schools were curtailed when all
schools had to close last Friday.
The Scottish government imposed the closure and
cancelled all exams as a result of the coronavirus
COVID-19.
The E&L Advertiser visited all the school leavers
and took their photos to make sure they didn’t miss
out.
The newspaper would welcome contributions from
the young people, if they have some spare time.
They could tell us how they’re filling their days or
write a short story, either fictional or non-fictional,
along the lines of the young writers’ competition
which the paper ran last year.
They can send their pieces to rachel.norris@eladvertiser.co.uk

Pupils in P7 at Langholm say their goodbyes to their teacher, Jamie Robison

Langholm Academy S5 pupils, back row, left to right, are Thomas Fell, Callum Hall, Ryan Johnstone and Cameron
Waitt, and front row Scott Watson, left, and Kelsey Brannan. S4 pupils are Ben Jardine and Jake Langley, right

The P7 leavers at Canonbie primary school with their teacher Anna Hunter. They are, back row, Oliver Douglas,
Daniel Cattermole, Melissa Bell and Janie Hall. Front row are Charlie Connell, Ryan Wilson, Reuben Purdham,
Connor Forster and Lucy Carson. Missing are Noah Smith and Joshua Kennedy
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100 years: The Idle Rich

Langholm with the Lid Off

Wauchope Ra, Langholm

We continue our serialisation of Wattie Bell’s book.

PINDER’S
GREATEST TRIUMPH

But perhaps Pinder’s
greatest triumph, if one
can use the word loosely,
was perpetrated on Wullie
Mackay the carter.

In the 1920’s almost everything in Langholm was carried by horse and cart – milk,
coal, bread, station goods
etc. But the toughest of these
carters were the men that
dragged the sandstone out
of the quarries in the hills
around the valley. After a
hard day in the hills they
would adjourn to the hostelries on the High Street then
come out singing and shouting and take their patient
horse and heaving cart home
which had been waiting in
the Pot Market.

Bill Young would be first
shouting
“Bill
Young’s
Maggie comes o’er the Shaw
Rig in a’ kinds of weather”
then crack his huge carter’s
whip. Bill Young lived in the
low houses in Wauchope Ra’
and stabled “Maggie” by the
banks of the Wauchope.
Wullie Mackay would follow
him with his cart and the
beautiful
“Clydesdale”
carthorse called “Prince”.
Wullie Mackay lived with his
crippled brother called Syd,

who dragged himself about
on two sticks, at the junction
of Eskdaill Street and back
Eskdaill Street in the house
now occupied by Mr and Mrs
John Dunn. Syd once told we
boys that he had invented a
burglar alarm and was going
to make a fortune. When we
asked him to let us see it, it
was an upturned enamelled
basin behind the door. But
Wullie MacKay was the
opposite to Syd. He was a
huge man with a black beard
and of enormous strength.
He was a gentle person
when sober but when drunk
he was a wild man. He
would come charging up
Wauchope Ra’ shouting and
swearing then stop and
unharness “Prince” then get
into the shafts himself with
poor “Prince” walking beside
him as he shouted and
swore at him “this is the ‘so
and so’ way to pull a cart etc.
etc.

Then “Prince” was stabled
and fed, because, drunk or
sober he was always kind to
“Prince”. Deep down I think
he knew that “Prince” was
the only friend he had. He
would then go and get 1cwt
bags of potatoes he had in
the stable and with a bag of
potatoes in one hand and a
shovel in the other he would
go down Wauchope Ra’
knocking on the doors to sell

these potatoes for more
beer. People were buying
potatoes
whether
they
needed them or not rather
than have their doors
smashed in. One winter’s
night with several inches of
snow on the ground and
roofs, “Pinder looked in the
Mackays” uncurtained window and saw the pair of them
poring over a huge open pot
of broth on a blazing fire.
Pinder then went on to
Donald Waldie’s stable, who
was also carter, and was situated where J.M Young’s
garage is now, and Pinder
procured a rope and a 56lb
weight. Pinder attached the
rope to the weight, which had
a ring on the top, clambered
on to Syd and Wullie’s roof
and lowered the weight down
their chimney and into the
broth and escaped down the
back of the roof.

Everyone will admit that, be he rich or poor, every member of the community should do his
share of the worlds work. One cause of industrial unrest in this country is the prevalence of idle
and moneyed young men and women. In the States the idle young rich are conspicuous by their
absence, and when found are generally despised. The average American father, no matter how
prosperous, insists on his children being brought up so that they are able to support themselves
in case of necessity. Again the Yankee does not lie awake o’ nights wondering what will happen
to his daughter should his dollar dump explode, and naturally the “self-support” rule is enforced
still more strictly in the case of American boys, even if their fathers be millionaires. In England
idleness is far more prevalent among the young of the middle classes than among the offspring
of the aristocracy. The heir to great lands is usually trained as a highly efficient estate agent or
maybe mine manager. The daughter of the old nobility undergoes a severe instructive social
training. It is the sons and daughters of the self-made, the “get rich quicks” – who learn from
nothing, do nothing and would be fit for nothing if thrown upon their own resources.

80 years: Ration Law

Householders who do not pay sufficient respect to ration regulations run risks of getting into
trouble. Penalties for disregarding the law may be as heavy as a £100 fine or six months imprisonment, it seems innocent enough for households to exchange unwanted coupons but “swapping” is illegal. If one householder does not want the butter or other ration allowance, the law
says nobody else may eat it. It is nevertheless well-known that ration wangling is in common
practice. Unwanted coupons have a cash value and there is a regular trade in them. Ration
books are even stolen by tricksters, who call on the household with tales that the books are
wanted at the Food Office for pre-registration, and if parted with they are not seen again. It is an
offence for buyers to obtain rationed foods without giving up coupons, as well as it is for shop
keepers to sell the foods without requiring the coupons. They may sell surplus stock free of
coupons by permission of the local Food Office, but retailers have to render regular weekly or
monthly returns of sales, and in the ordinary any unsold surplus goes to reduce the following
weekly or monthly supplies.

50 years: Gold Award for local firm

The Langholm tweed firm of Reid and Taylor Ltd. has won the Gold
Grand Prix for the Promotion of the year award by the Sales Promotion
Executive Association. Reid and Taylor won their award for their Sales
promotion on board the SS Wappen von Hamburgh in the city of that
name. The promotion featured the firms suiting styled by Norman
Hartnell. The showing was made on the BBC programme, “Made in
Britain”. The Trophy was presented by Rt. Hon. The Lord Netherthorpe
LL.D, at a dinner in London on 16th March. The award was won in competition with nationally renowned firms and other industries.

25 years: MP back in the soup

John (Pinder) Bell

Gilnockie School 1960: Johnny Armstrong, Wilson Hall, Sheila Young, Linda Armstrong, Margaret Chalmers,
Pauline Liddel, Jean Earsman, Billy Earsman, Miss Fleming, Jerome Foster, Joyce Common, Gordon Waite,
Gillian Armstrong, Billy Geddes, Jean Geddes, John Gracie, Billy Nicholson, Kathleen Chalmers
Photo Langholm Archive

Archie Kirkwood was in the soup on Saturday morning… but it was just the kind of soup he enjoys
being in, for he was tucking into the broth at the Newcastleton event to help boost Liberal Democrat
party funds. Having been forced to miss the previous soup morning, he admitted he was delighted
to be back at an event he always enjoys. The event raised £308.68 for party funds in Roxburgh and
Berwickshire. Two raffles were organised, Jim Foster winning the main prize, a woollen jumper.
Other winners were Ruth McLean, Netta Burrows, Jean Clarke, Betsy Dodsley, Jean Gleder and
Mina Fair.

Peg Scott and Liz Paterson with Archie Kirkwood

The E&L Gallery
www.eladvertiser.co.uk
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Wild goat and kid on the side of the road in the Tarras valley. Photo by Margaret Hudson of Langholm

RAVE REVIEWS

Camera:Samsung Galaxy A10 +

...restaurants...film...theatre...music...activities...travel...

Exhibition Review :
A day at the museum

Venue:
Kelvingrove
Museum & Art Gallery
Glasgow

Reviewer:
Julie Maxwell, Langholm
A RAINY day in Glasgow; what
is a girl to do?
A morning at the Kelvingrove
Museum sounded like just the
thing. A hearty breakfast in the
cafe with views across the lawn
and table service met the brief.
It served breakfast rolls and pastries, including vegetarian choices.
Where to go first. The main hall
houses the art installation, Floating
Heads, by Sophie Cave.
There are more than 50 suspended white heads with a mixture
of facial expressions, like laughter

‘Let us haste to Kelvingrove’

and despair, making for a quizzical
display.
The numerous busts and statues
had a remarkable likeness of their
subjects, including the 1887 Jubilee
bust of Queen Victoria by sculptor
Francis John Williamson.
At 1pm we took our seats for
one of the delightful daily organ
recitals by eminent local organists
and visiting players.
For the more enthusiastic there
are short tours each Friday with
Dr Jim Hunter, the director of music
at Kelvingrove. The tours take
place after the recital and are free
to join.
Fine art adorns the gallery walls,

with something to suit all tastes.
A particular favourite of mine is
the animal and mammal area. Two
elephants and a giraffe are fine
examples of their enormity.
If you look closely, you might
notice a crack in the trunk of the
larger of the two elephants, named
Sir Roger. Apparently, a child
snapped his trunk one Easter. The
Asian elephant toured the country
with Bostock and Wombwell’s
Menagerie in the late 1800s before
going to live in a Glasgow zoo.
There is an area for children with
lots of information and fun things
to see and do.

Suspended Heads in Kelvingrove Museum

From infinity to beyond
Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser
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Look up at the stars, not
down at your feet. Try to
make sense of what you see
and wonder about what
makes the universe exist.
Be curious.

Earth’s atmosphere to give
us a light show like no
other.’
The classes, talks and
events all have their own
unique differences, but since
stargazing can be a chilly

Hayden Goodfellow

Kielder Observatory - a portal to the Universe

Hayden Goodfellow’s passion for all things scientific
and curiosity about the
Universe began when he
was a pupil at Langholm
Academy.
‘I loved puzzle solving,’ he
says, ‘I loved learning how
things worked, and I was a
big fan of science shows on
TV.’
Hayden went on to study
Astro-physics at St Andrews
University,
and
while
there he answered a call for
volunteers
by
Kielder
Observatory, initially thinking
that would be a great way to
go to events there without
having to pay. However the
Observatory did a whole lot
more. For Hayden, it opened
up a whole new universe.
Literally.
‘The skies there were so
much darker than at St
Andrews, and to have telescopes available to see so
many things was a very different experience from studying it in a classroom. I fell in
love with both sides of astronomy. I had been thinking
of switching to experimental
physics, but Kielder showed
me I should stick it out with
space.’

Astronomer

Stick it out he did. Now
Hayden is a fully-fledged
astronomer at Kielder
Observatory and one of its
ten full-time Presenters, helping to run events designed

to suit everybody from the
casual skywatcher to the
most dedicated stargazer.
‘Our CEO Catherine Johns
has the notion of a ‘Kielder
moment’ unique to every
individual. For some people
it could be just standing out
on the deck and seeing all
these amazing stars. For
someone who has a research
career in astronomy, it could
be looking through the telescope and seeing an object
they’ve previously only studied on a computer screen.
Everyone, no matter their
age, or their level of interest,
can have some sort of experience at Kielder.’

It’s no surprise that one of
the top favourite topics is the
Aurora – perhaps better
known as the Northern Lights.
No-one lucky enough to witness those colourful celestial
dancing lights could fail to
be enthralled, be they scientist or layperson. The explanation for what causes the
phenomenon is perhaps a
little prosaic - ‘the aurora is
generated by the interaction
between solar particles and
earth’s magnetic field,’ but
as the Kielder website shows,
astronomers acknowledge
the fairytale side of the

Northern Lights as well as
the more scientific aspects.
‘The Aurora Borealis have
influenced fairy tales and folklore for millennia, shaped
communities and religious
beliefs, provided civilisations
with incredible stories of gallant valour and past spirits.
At Kielder Observatory we
aim to integrate the spiritual
stories surrounding the
Aurora and the fascinating
scientific facts that explain it.
Learn about the incredible
energy that the sun releases
second by second and how
this energy interacts with the

pastime, they also have one
very important thing in common – a cup of warming and
delicious hot chocolate to
round everything off.
By Gilly Fraser

In the Kielder Water and Forest International Dark Sky Park, the
Observatory has wonderful views of starry, starry nights.

Navigate

Introductory sessions teach
the basics, such as looking
at the solar system, learning
about the environments on
different planets, and what it
would be like to live on them.
They also show how to navigate the sky, learning how
to use constellations as signposts to the North Star, or
particular galaxies.
‘People often know much
more about space than they
think. Most people have
heard of galaxies and Galileo
and Einstein and Neil
Armstrong. They know the
sun is a star.’
How that compares to how
much bigger and brighter the
sun is than other stars or
otherwise, those are the facts
that blow people’s minds.’

Stephen Hawking

Casting light on the hidden mysteries of our galaxy
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PLUMBINg & HEATINg

CHIMNEY SWEEP

MARK FRASER
CHIMNEY SWEEP

COMMISSIONING
▪
SERVICING
▪
REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE
SCrAP METAL

CUMBRIA METALS

FARM SCRAP
URGENTLY
WANTED

Wire ● Tin
Machinery ● Lorries
Cars ● Vans
and all other scrap metal
Big or small
we remove it all
Registered Dealer
Call Patrick: 07979 877391

6 Riverside Park
Canonbie
DG14 0UY
t. 013873 71773
m. 07801 658561

Chimneys and
Stove Flues swept.
Wood Burning
Stoves Serviced.

t. 01228 791617
m. 07810 023819

TO LET

OFFICES-STUDIOS-WORKSHOPS-STORAGE

TO LET - LANGHOLM

• Ashley Bank House
• The Old Post Office
• The Old Bakery, Well Close
• Garage & Studios, Lairds Entry
• BFA - expressions of interest at this stage

for further information, please contact
HELEN STOREY, Ashley Bank House, Langholm DG13 0AN
Tel: 013873 81066 | email: helen@ashleybank.co.uk

COMPLAINTS

ESKDALE & LIDDESDALE
ADVERTISER
COMPLAINTS

If you wish to make a
complaint about anything in
the Eskdale & Liddesdale
Advertiser you can come into
the office and speak to the
Editor or email her on
rachel.norris@eladvertiser.co.uk
If you’re not satisfied with
how your complaint has been
handled you may write to the
Company Secretary at:
Muckle Toon Media CIC,
Ashleybank House,
Langholm DG13 0AN

Contact the
E&L
Advertiser
on

013873
80012

AdVErTISINg

GROW Your Business
with the E & L!
This can include your logo or other graphic and
can be designed in-house.

Contact 013873 80012 for details.

5cm x 2 column

All aspects
of joinery work undertaken.

29 Green Street
Gretna DG16 0BA
t. 01461 123456
m. 07890 654321

*these rates apply to an annual contract and are subject to VAT at the prevailing rate.

born in 1848 ......and still going strong!

The Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser
54 High Street, Langholm dg13 0JH
013873 80012
catherine.greer@eladvertiser.co.uk
PUBLIC NOTICES

PLANNING
The applications, associated plans and documents can be examined at
Council Offices, Kirkbank, English Street. Alternatively, they can be viewed
on-line by following the ePlanning link on the Council’s website at www.
dumgal.gov.uk/planning. Written comments may be made to Head
of Economy and Development at the Dumfries address or by email to
PlanningRepresentations@dumgal.gov.uk or via the Council’s website, as
noted above, by 09.04.2020 (Type A).
Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 as amended
Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure)
(Scotland) Regulations 2013, Reg 20(1) (A)
Ref No/Type
Address/Proposal
20/0424/FUL (A)
28 Drove Road & 93 High Street, Langholm Alterations including replacement windows and door and change of use of
ground floor shop to form extension to dwellinghouse

www.dumgal.gov.uk

MOBILE VAN TIMES

MOBILE POST OFFICE
PUBLIC LIBRARY
LANGHOLM TOWN HALL

The classified advert below (5cm x 2 columns)
will cost only £25 for a single insertion but if you advertise your business
monthly, the price falls to £15 and if you advertise weekly, it collapses
to £10 - that’s nearly nowt! *

JOHN SMITH
JOINERY
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Advertise in the E & L Advertiser
you’ll be surprised how little it costs!

An advert this size, 10cm x 2 columns,
will only cost £30 + VAT each for 12 inserts.
This can include your logo or other graphic
and can be designed in-house.
Contact 013873 80012 for details.

WEDNESDAYS
12 noon- to
2.30pm
10am
3.30pm
FRIDAYS
9amto-2.30pm
2pm
9am
____________________________

MOBILE RBS VAN

Community Centre Car Park
Charles Street, Langholm
EVERY THURSDAY
12.15pm - 12.55pm

Sports News

COVID-19 UPDATE
ALL RACING IN UK CANCELLED

Upping stumps
for time being
Thursday March 26, 2020

MANY THANKS FOR CONTINUED SUPPORT

Sponsored by KELSO RACES 01573 221221|info@kelso-races.co.uk

Graham Park, Langholm Cricket Club Chairman

Benty Bowling’s annual pairs

LANGHOLM RFC has
regretfully taken the
decision to cancel next
month’s
Langholm
Sevens.
This is because of current concerns over the
spread of COVID-19 and
taking into account official
government guidance.
The club’s primary concern, as always, is the
health and safety of players, club members, supporters and everybody in
the community.
It is a great disappointment to the club after
such a successful season
on and off the pitch but
cancelling the Langholm
sports is the right thing
to do at this difficult time.
A big thanks to all members and friends of
Langholm RFC and
Langholm Youth Rugby
for their ongoing support
at this time.

Alasdair Cavers in full flight

Sports Nostalgia
Rugby

The Langholm Lions held
their Sevens tournament on
Sunday at the Castleholm
when the Primary 6 and 7
teams were hosts to Annan,
Dumfries and Hawick Trinity.
The P7 had their first game
against Annan and they recycled
the ball well to give a good
performance which ended in a
draw.
It was a different matter against
a well-organised Hawick side
and the Lions lost heavily.
The Lions came up against
Dumfries in the last encounter
and in a tough and very close

Bowling

THE Benty bowlers held
their annual pairs tournament with an entry of 40.
Despite worries of the coronavirus, the tournament was
played with no hassle and
everyone turned up to play.
The final was split because
of there being no trophy to
play for.
Ryan Wood of the host club
was partnered with Ryan
Simpson of Traquair. They
shared it with Al Sloan and
Neil Shearer of Wamphray.
The beaten semi-finalists
were Bruce Jeffrey and Ian
Hall and Derek and Brian
Murray of Moffat Water.

Finalists Ryan Simpson, Ryan Wood,
Neil Shearer and Al Sloan

Christopher Potts scores
in the corner

game the hosts lost by just one
try.
In the P6 matches there were
only four players of age, with
the rest from P5, and the young
side stuck in well.
It was an extremely close
encounter with Hawick and the
Lions held out to the closing
minute when sunk by two late
tries to make it five tries to
three.
Dumfries proved too strong
and then Annan won narrowly
in the last match where the
tackling let Langholm down.
P6: A Cavers, S Bell, L Howe,
E Williams, E Erskine,
I Carruthers, D Divers,
A
Wilson,
C
Waitt,
J Nicholson.
Thanks go to Wull Little
and John and Amy Kinstrey
for organising the tournament. Thanks also to Ann
Wood, Aaron and Jake for
selling food and raffle
tickets.
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our membership to a straight
£5 for all over 18s so I would
encourage all our previous members to join.
Hopefully, we will have a
PayPal account set up if there
proves to be any difficulty in
these current times of paying it
over by hand.
The club committee have
already volunteered our services
in Langholm and we have contacted some of our older members offering our help if they
need anything.
We hope all the clubs in
Langholm will come out on the
other side.

771472

LIKE many sports clubs in
the Langholm area, the
COVID-19 outbreak presents
Langholm Cricket Club with
some difficult challenges.
Cricket activity is suspended
for the time being, until at least
June 1, and quite a possibility
there won’t be any at all this
season.
It’s not the greatest time to
take over as club chairman but
a great honour nonetheless.
Not since 1943 have there
been no cricket matches in
Langholm; yes, we did play
cricket for three of the war
years.
I believe it was only the camp
being built on the Castleholm
which stopped us playing. We
have seen off two episodes of
foot and mouth in 1952 and
2001 but COVID-19 looks to
have finally beaten us for this
season.
Before Tuesday’s lockdown
was instigated, we had started
pre-season pitch preparations.
Many would probably question why with no cricket for
the foreseeable future; the simple answer to that is to stop the
outfield and square turning into
a field.

Whenever the lockdown ends,
it will be a huge struggle to get
the outfield and square playable
for any form of cricket in 2020.
It will also be hampered by
the fact our ride-on tractor mower has ceased to work and the
club is actively looking at funding to buy a new one.
With the possibility of no
cricket for the summer, the club
is looking at no income at all
for probably 12 months.
Unfortunately, we will still
have a lot of outgoings; hopefully, we will battle through
and survive until 2021.
We took the step to reduce

From the E&L dated 15th April 1999
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By Graham Park,
Langholm Cricket Club
chairman

Back to the
drawing board
for Langholm
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Cricket

LANGHOLM
SEVENS
CANCELLED

